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Lucio Cavallari is an Italian Artist that combines
a wide range of disciplines including light, video,
sound and interaction design.
Has exhibited widely in Europe, Asia, the US and
further afield. The range of work he’s carried out
over the years includes Art Direction, Content
Creation and User Experiences for the Automotive
Industry and the Society of Spectacles.
Has worked and collaborated amongst many others
with: Geely Design, Dua Lipa, Arctic Monkeys,
Massive Attack, Luxottica, UNKLE, Block9, United
Visual Artists, Oliviero Toscani, Marco Balich,
Immersive ltd, Res London, Candy Crush Saga,
Kinetica Museum, Philip Treacy, Roland Lane,
Inition Digital.
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“It’s rare to come across an artist with such diverse
skills. His many different experiences - from his life
in London, to Barcelona, Granada and the tropical
rainforest of Costa Rica - have led him to create an
art form that is unconventional and innovative.”
Manuela Wirth
Director and Founder Hauser & Wirth Gallery
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Geely Design
HMI Designer

Light/UX Designer , HMI Designer
ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE
LIGHT EXPERIENCE TEAM
2021-02 / 2021-10
On the HMI Team my main contribution
has been on defining, designing and
connecting UI to Functional Lights, create
its Framework and Rational, organize
the workflow, communication and
deliverables to Geely Research Institute
in China.
Functional Lights are ambient lights that
enhance and augment HMI functions
beyond screens. Are those lights
positioned in the interior or exterior of
a vehicle used to communicate critical
warning, warnings attention, active status
or experiential feedback such welcome or
goodbye sequences.

ZEEKR CONCEPT CAR
2021-09 / 2021-10
I contributed to develop insights, envision
concepts, strategic product roadmaps,
experience
model
development
(e.g. customer journeys, behavioral
archetypes).
Envisioned new interactive ideas and user
experiences.
LYNK & CO CONCEPT CAR
2021-10 / 2021-11
I contributed to develop insights,
envision concepts, interactions and user
experiences both for HMI, Interior and
Exterior Design Team.

Functional lights provide inherent
information that support the cognitive
process of the users, direct immediate
attention to where is needed and entertain
driver and passengers for experiential
purposes.
HMI Design / Light Design

Portfolio of work available for private viewing only.
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TODAYS ART
Genesis of Volume | 2006
United Visual Artists created the lighting
design for one of the venue at TodaysArt
Festival, Hague.
As part of UVA we performed live visuals
for musicians such as: The Orb, Akufen,
Underground Resistance and Schneider
TM. For the occasion Dave Green
(currently RES London) coded a visual
module I envisioned and named “Rain
Drops” precursor of one of the three looks
of Volume.
UVA’s large-scale installation Volume first
appeared in the garden of London’s V&A
museum in 2006 and has since traveled as
far as Hong Kong, Taiwan, St. Petersburg
and Melbourne.
It consists of a field of 48 luminous,
sound-emitting columns that respond to
movement. Visitors weave a path through
the sculpture, creating their own unique
journey in light and music.

Interaction Design // Content Creation
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LIVIN’ LUCE
International Lighting Show | 2007
Taking place over five days at the brand
new Fiera Milano Rho building, Livin’ Luce
was an international lighting products
showcase.
Working in collaboration with Marco
Balich, Oliviero Toscani and UVA we
designed several stand alone installations
and showcases of products for the show
spread across 3 tunnels of 132 meters
long, for a total of 122 boxes.

Resposible Of Design // Light Designer
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SPATIUM
A world-first roomscale VR | 2017
The brief was to design and deliver a
world-first roomscale virtual reality and
spatial audio experience inspired by a
Philip Treacy creation to showcase at the
world’s premiere convergence festival,
SXSW working in partnership with
photographer and director, Roland Lane.
To enhance the experience, INITION and
Roland Lane also called upon the expertise
of installation artist Lucio Cavallari,
Mixed Immersion and Rhythm Section
International. The result, ‘Spatium’ is the
ultimate convergence project bringing
together design, installation, VR, sonic
immersion, hip-hop and headwear.
In the installation, I sought to bring
physical expression to what the viewer
experiences inside VR. A mirror version
of the Unreal experience is fed through to
Unity so that head tracking and depth of
field are mirrored in real time on a subtlyconstructed set of screens, which enclose
the space at eye-level. This letterboxed
version of the fully immersive experience
plays with ideas of presence and absence,
physical and virtual. For people watching
outside of the headset, the site installation
creates a sliver of what is being seen from
within the virtual world. Learn more
Creative Consultancy // Art Direction //
VR // Artist Collaboration
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DUA LIPA
International Arena Tour | 2018
Dua approached Block9 to create her
forthcoming show and bring new creative
direction to the tour. Our brief was to
evolve the stage show beyond a chart
topping pop aesthetic to an edgier and
slicker aesthetic. I created, produced
and directed video content for three of
the songs. Together with Block9 I worked
in partnership with the choreography,
lighting design and costume departments
to deliver a world class stage show.

Creative Consultancy // Art Direction //
Video Content // Artist Collaboration
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SERIES OF DREAMS
VR - Physical Installation | 2017
Series of Dreams is an interactive
installation that invites you to explore a
dreamlike environment where perception,
laws of physics and forms deal with
powers and forces greater than man’s
comprehension.
Sight, Sound and Touch are
engaged in the project. The
between the physical and
environment will create a
world- first installation.

prominently
intersection
the virtual
unique and

Low bass frequencies emitted by an array
of powerful subwoofers placed below a
kinematic floor will be mapped to the
virtual environment. The majority of the
visual contents will be generated by the
users’ interaction in real-time.
The technology behind the project uses VR
software development, sound design, hi-fi
custom made sound-system, interaction
design, infrared sensors , kinematic,
generative visuals. motion controller and
motor drives. Learn more
Demo Video

Idea Development // Creativity
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BLIND HMI
Hyper Streering Wheel | 2021
Blind HMI aims to create a Human
Machine Interface that don’t require
sight to interact with automotive system
control.
The challenge is to turn
a twodimensional screen User Interface into a
Touch-Gesture-Voice control system.
The steering wheel seems to be one of
the most appropriate places to develop
such features. The driver can navigate
the entire system with just the thumbs
and index fingers and without the need
of removing the hands from the steering
wheel and loosing focus from the road.
Apps, Vehicle Functions, Navigation,
Climate Control, Entertainment tend to
inhibit the fluidity of the driving experience
because far too visually centred.
The idea came to mind by observing a
visually impaired person using technology.
I was fascinated to learn how he managed
to navigate his devices and how easily
he could access the information needed
without looking at the screen, actually
without seeing anything.

Idea Development // Creativity
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www.mrcavallari.com

